Yeop Ali pursuing DBA at 73

THE golden years are the time for one to indulge in travelling, spending time with grandchildren and reminiscing.

But for Yeop Ali Mohd Dobi, 73, these activities pale in comparison with pursuing his Doctor of Business Administration (DBA) degree programme at Asia e University (AeU).

A retired banker, Yeop Ali is one of the oldest students at AeU and he shows no sign of slowing down.

Born and bred in Lahat, Perak, he received his Bachelor in Business Studies from University of Brighton and MBA from University of Strathclyde.

“I knew about AeU from billboards, and AeU’s advertisements in newspapers were a constant reminder to me that I should not waste any more time.

“I was attracted to AeU because its flexible programme structure allowed me to combine a busy life with life-long learning.
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